
One of the most exciting and versatile pieces of inclusive technology
I've come across in some 15 years working in special education.

I'm an advisor on inclusive technology to schools. I think Cosmo is one
of the most exciting and versatile pieces of inclusive technology I've
come across in some 15 years working in special education.

I've implemented Cosmo with learners across a different settings and
needs - including PMLD, SLD and ASD. It's been effective in supporting
many areas of the curriculum including social skills, communication,
attention and movement. I keep finding more applications for the
Cosmo! The feedback from professionals has universally positive. Its
beautifully designed, and has proved much more robust than the
hardware switches I have been using for over a decade now. I'm
hugely excited about the plans to integrate data tracking to help with
assessment.

 I can't recommend Cosmo enough. Keep up the good work!

Ben, Advisory Teacher for Assistive Technology in Education

We love Cosmo! 
We use it to support daily curriculum teaching as well as for leisure
activities and social games. The students absolutely love it. It easy to
use, intuitive, unique and so much fun! It is so versatile that we are still
finding new ways of using it in the classroom and will be shortly
investing in more sets.

Kim, Deputy Headteacher



I work at a school for students with complex needs. We have 3 sets
of Cosmos and we love them! Our teachers use them for partner
games and our therapists use them to motivate movement. The ability
to adjust the brightness of the light is also perfect for our students with
CVI. As a company, Filisia has been great in adding new activities and
extremely responsive to our requests. Great product, great company!

Janet, Teacher

We love it! We are a special education school in Barcelona, Spain. We
have tested Cosmo on our student and it has been a success. They love
working with it. Being so sensory helps them focus.

Mireia, Teacher

Amazing! So many possibilities! I am a teacher in a special needs
school for children with complex needs. I recently ordered a Cosmo
switch without really looking into how it can be used. Wow!! I am so
impressed! So easy to use and the app is fantastic! The kids (and staff)
love it!! Now that I'm learning more about it, I should have ordered more
than one, so I've asked the boss for another 2 in the next school
session.

Ceanna, Teacher

Exceptional knowledge about communication challenges. All people
in the company are very approachable, kind and show great
professionalism. Have an excellent understanding of SEN children's
needs.

Anonymous

https://uk.trustpilot.com/reviews/62af779e266eedb3c15ded79
https://uk.trustpilot.com/reviews/644146fc99cddb73ea0e1b6d

